Heart rate variability during head down tilt and lower body negative pressure in the Russian Tschibis.
The cardiovascular function in space seems to be normal. However, abnormalities of cardiovascular responses have been found during lower body negative pressure suction in space. The etiology of the cardiovascular deconditioning in space is still unknown. A previous study showed, that short periods of head down tilt (HDT-6 degrees) induce changes in the spectral pattern of heart rate variabilty (HRV) and an increase in the sympathethic activation caused by orthostatic stress. The aim of this study was to test following hypotheses: 1. The dynamic of heart rate variability is different in the head down tilt and supine positions. 2. The application of lower body negative pressure (LBNP) during head down tilt induces similar heart rate variability patterns like the standing position. 3. After short term head down tilt the cardiovascular response to lower body negative pressure stressor is altered.